Abstract: This paper aim to contribute to the body of knowledge on cyber terrorism, improves awareness of cyber terrorism definition, boundaries, potential targets, crime patterns and effective mitigation strategies through analysis of relevant literature on the issue produced in recent years. It details the definitional origins of the concept and It looks at motivational factors and level of destruction necessary to classify a cyber-attack as cyberterrorism. The second sections is devoted to literature distinguishing cyberterrorism from hacking and cybercrime. Section three details the stages of a cyber attack, Section four lists the types of infrastructure targeted for cyber terrorists and Section five focuses on mitigation strategies.
Introduction
The UK Government predicted that by 2015 interconnected electronic devices would outnumber living humans [1] The average of computing capacities of homes computers by 2030 would be would be four thousand times greater than those of the machines available today [2] .One of the central characteristics of the Information Age is connectivity.
The advances and development in computer technology coupled with wide availability of low cost, effective development tools and the availability of free knowledge online have enabled cyber terrorists to evolve their methods and conduct attacks remotely causing damages to their intended targets. This presents new opportunities to individuals and groups willing to involve themselves in illegal activity to further their shared goals, beliefs and agenda unseen and oftentimes undetected via cyber space, thereby creating new varieties of criminal threats. Spawning cyber terrorism; the use of cyberspace to carry out activities classified -terroristic‖. Cyber terrorists are able to perpetrate attacks through cyber-space and the virtual world, converging the physical world and cyber space [3] . Heartened by the diminished inherent threat of capture due to the distance between theme and their victims and the difficulty of tracing back the attack to them.
Interconnectivity has become central to government offices, critical infrastructures, (telecommunication networks, finance, transportation, and emergency services)as well as culture and education [4] . A variety of critical private, governmental, national, and military infrastructures can be vulnerable to cyber-attacks because they still rely on outdated conventional security solutions rather than a comprehensive, sophisticated cyber protection [5] . Cybercrimes, Cyber Terrorism and Cyber Warfare are all prevalent topics in the cyber security domain. Physical terrorism and cyber terrorism share some key elements and a common goal, namely terrorism. However, Cyber terrorism remains a vague concept with plenty of debate over its precise definition, aims, risk factors, characteristics, and preventive strategies [6] .Cybercrime and Cyberterrorism are oftentimes used interchangeably, or the term Cybercrime may be used to include cyber terrorism, therefore blurring the distinction between them, especially to the general public. Cyber attacks are still listed as one of the highest priority risks to national security globally [7, 8] .
Literature Review
Despite the inherent advantages, the dependence on information technology has left nations and society much more vulnerable to cyber attacks such as computer intrusions, scrambling software programs, undetected insider threats within the network firewalls, or cyber terrorists. A decentralized patchwork of systems that ensures relative anonymity, the Internet was designed as a benign venture of information exchange, making it inherently insecure and illequipped to trace attackers or to prevent them from abusing the intrinsic openness of the cyber space [4] .
In a survey completed by 118 researchers working in 24 countries across six continents Jarvis & Macdonald, (2015) have found that, a majority of researchers agree that a precise definition of cyberterrorism is necessary for academics and policymakers. The debate however lies around what this exact definition is; further highlighting the need for a universal definition of this multijurisdictional problem for policymakers and researchers alike. The definition should, pin down the core characteristics or principal of the concept; and, the range of actual or potential scenarios to which the term cyber terrorism can be applied. [9] Defining cyberterrorism is made even more difficult by the abstract nature associated in understanding how certain incidents occur in cyberspace.
Definition
Barry Collin coined the term -Cyberterrorism‖ in the 1980's. There is still no agreement within the international community as to which exact cyber activities constitute as cyberterrorism [10] . For an act to qualify, as ‗terrorism' it must possess the three criteria; an intent, motive and serious harm. This means if a person threatensto commit a terrorist act he/she would fit the definition the same way as if he or she actually followed through with the threatened action.
According to NATO in 2008 they defined cyberterrorism as: a cyberattack using or exploiting computer or communication networks to cause sufficient destruction to generate fear or intimidate a society into an ideological goal. [13] In a 2011 report they used the term -digital (h)activism‖ to refer to cyber attackers who target those who do not share their political worldview [4] . They defined -Hactivism‖ as: social protest or expression of ideology by using hacking techniques.
A 2008 book by Council of Europe titled Cyberterrorism: the use of the internet for terrorist purposes (Terrorism and Law)suggests by definition all activities carried by a terrorist cell or individual over the Internet to be considered cyber terrorism. The United Nations Office on Drugs and Crime classified six ways in which the Internet can be used for terrorist activities: propaganda dissemination (recruitment, radicalization and incitement); financing; training; planning (through secret communication and open-source information); execution; and cyberattacks. [14] . For the purpose of this paper, we will focus on cyberterrorism attacks mitigation.
Hardware and software infrastructure, that collectively make up the Internet are still predominantly Western designed and produced. NATO Alliance unites nations with the most developed information and communication infrastructure; more than 50% of the world's Internet traffic transits the United States, this puts NATO and its Partner nationsat a higher risk of cyberattacks [4] . Depending on the perpetrators involved, and their motivation, cyberattackscan roughly be classified as acts of cybercrime, cyberterror, or cyber warfare.
Types of cyber attacks
Digital infrastructures have become strategic national assets, and now they are at risk. [8] from various types of cyberattacks. Thonnard et.al (2012) researched two common types of cyberattacks, targeted and non-targeted attacks on industrial systems.
Non-targeted malware attacks, which are random and have shown no evidence of selection of victim of the attack. The attacker hope to compromise any number of systems regardless of the identity of the systems presumably for monetary gains from sale or exploitation of information extracted from it. Targeted attacks on the other hand usually exhibits a higher degree of sophistication. Evidence shows that receivers of the attack are specifically selected; this may be because the attacker believes that their victim possess some highly valued information, or in hopes of using the compromised systems to launch attacks on other high value systems or individuals. Another feature distinguishing targeted attacks is that the malware is distinct from that used in non-targeted attacks. [15] From the definitions of cyberterrorism we have reviewed it is agreed that it must be targeted and involve intent. The most common types of targeted cyber attacks are: 1) Malware short for malicious software, is any software code designed to gain unauthorized access to private computer systems, disrupt their operations, gather/delete sensitive data, or display unsolicited advertising. For example worms, trojan horses, and spyware. 2) DDos attacks take over a number of other computers (botnets) and use them without the knowledge of their owners to sendhugeamounts of network traffic to onemachine with the aim of overwhelm the target to a halt. 3) Stuxnets, a complicated Internet wormmay be the best knownworm exploiting industrial control systems (ICS). Using a combination of four zero-day exploits, command & control abilities, multiple propagation methods, and two stolen VeriSign driver certificates, plus a root kit it infectsICS hosts exclusively running Windows CC/Step [16] .
Today, cities around the world use supervisory control and data acquisition (SCADA) systems to manage water, sewage, electricity, and even traffic lights and other critical infrastructure. ICS applications and protocols are insecure by design because theirvulnerabilities are easy to find. Adam Crain and Chris Sistrunk of Project Robus [17] found over 20 known and unknown vulnerabilities in DNP3 protocol stacks. The researchers tested the DNP3 protocol stack in the master of the control center. They wait for the master to send a request packet, to the PLC/controller and then sent back specially crafted response packets crashing the master. Causing the control center to lose monitor and control ability of the SCADA network.
Existing deterrence models and mitigation methods confronting cyber terrorism have not managed to contain this threat [18] .
Stages of a Targeted Cyber-Attack
Targeted cyber intrusions have no particular pattern of attack, nor is there a completely predictable sequence of events. An attack might be a onetime event that lasts for minutes, or a continued progression of intrusions lasting months or even years, taking advantage of multiple technical and human weaknesses, such as Web servers susceptible to code injection, unpatched browsers that unintentionally permit malware downloads or users who fall prey to opening malware infested email attachments [19] . Generally, it is useful to envision a targeted cyber intrusion in terms of stages. Thonnard et.al (2012) [15] observed that targeted attacks occur in several stages:
Reconnaissance
In the initial stage of an intrusion, an attacker takes the time out to gather information and understand their target using Social Engineering and Complacency, Email Phishing, creating a Watering Hole or tainting removable media. The intruder begins by looking up open-source information regarding the organization or government, scanning, gathering information on targeted networks, their systems, important personnel and email addresses associated with the target. The attacker(s) spend time documenting everything they find to gain an in depth insight of what is actually in use on that network and learning the security functionalities of devices to find vulnerabilities to exploit.
Scanning
The subsequent step is for the attacker to identify a weak entry point that allows access to the network, this could be poor judgment, unauthorized computer use, victims of social engineering, ignorance of or disregard for security policy. Once your network is compromised, inside the network, the intruder stealthily blends in with normal traffic, making detection extremely difficult. The enemy then begins by covertly deploying their cyber tools isolating security flaws within the network's vital links. The spying software will scan the environment probing computers, identifying vulnerabilities to create a cyber map of the network topography. This step can be accomplished using tools easily found on the Internet as well. Searching for vulnerabilities is usually a slow process that could last months at times, depending on how big the network is. [20] 
Arbitrary code execution
Cyber criminals can remotely create rogue access points, or backdoors throughout your network install malicious software such as root kits, remote access Trojans (RAT), and implanting keystroke logging software to grab passwords to higher privileged accounts on your network and obtain the keys that will allow them access to all parts of the network.
Having obtained a list of additional computers on the compromised network, the attacker begins to spread.
Access and Escalation
Now that the attacker has gained unrestricted access across the target network, they will attempt to move laterally spreading and establishing persistent presence. Some intruders hide in the deepest areas in the network and lay dormant coming and going as they please. Others may choose to look around the network to find the key pieces they are really after to complete their mission such as vital information, sensitive data, intellectual property or platform control systems degrading or disrupting network activity at whim.
Data Collection, Exfiltration, and exploitation
By this stage, integrity of the network has been fully compromised. Once an attacker determines they have created reliable network access, they are now able to alter sensitive data or move it out to any desired location. The attacker can use the stolen data for other malicious attacks or leak it to third party or the Internet. The ultimate objective of their mission is achieved and by this point It is usually too late for the breached entity to defend itself.
Clean up
The final step is not taken by all intruders, some merely disconnect, unconcerned with the victim eventually finding out what happened or wanting to leave a calling card behind to gloat over their achievement.. Highly skilled attacker attempt to rid all systems in the network of any forensic trail of evidence pointing to a breach. They will delete/overwrite data, remove implanted files, clean up event logs, deactivate alarms, roll back software updates, delete backups or erase hard drives. They will do their best to conceal or erase all traces that the incident ever occurred making it seem as a computer glitch leaving behind hidden backdoors they can return to and exploit the systems further whenever they want.
Infrastructure at Risk

Government Cyber and Physical Infrastructure
This type of cyber attack is usually advanced as it requires and attacker to bypassing strong network protections. This type of attack is targeting military, federal, or civilian government's information technology services, infrastructure, functions, operations, systems and capabilities. The treat may come from outside actors or, an insider with sufficient misusing their authorized access rights to bypass network security [21] .
In a 2011attack a Pakistani Hacker group, defaced the White House and the US Air Force Networks among several other US government websites. Georgian and Estonian egovernment facilities faced an attack that rendered the government infrastructures useless [22] . These are only a few examples of the threat landscape facing government oriented cyber system. 
National/Social Identity
Attcks meant to mislead intimidate or defraud individuals and promint figures would fall under this section. The 2014 South Korean breach, where Crucial personal data like identification numbers, addresses and credit card numbers of nearly 20 million (40% of the country's population) people were all stolen.epitomizing the seriousness of cyber attacks [28] .
Private Industry organizations
Private entities are at a high risk of cyber attacksThe Titan Rain Malware, an example of cyber Espionage, was used to steal data from computers and networks belonging to different private organizations [18] . Cyber terrorism has been used to sabotageprivate industry sector organizations such asPayPal, MasterCard, Visa. Even prominent techsavvy corporations are no longer immune. Reported list of cyber attack victims include Google, RSA, Sony, Lockheed Martin, PBS, Epsilon and Citibank as well as some security companies, defense contractors and some of the best in technology [28] .In one of the biggest attacks in 2014, Sony Pictures Entertainment Company discovered its entire computer system had been hacked by an organization called Guardians of Peace. Several others have followed in 2015 and 2016 [29] .
Mitigation Strategies
Like any other crime, cyber terrorism cannot be completely eradicated, but a number of effective mitigation strategies can be employed in attempts to combat and reduce any damage it may inflict on computerized systems.
Cyber security goes far beyond investing in the latest hardware and software. International Telecommunication Union (ITU) defines cyber security as: The collection of tools, policies, security concepts, security safeguards, guidelines, risk management approaches, actions, training, best practices, assurance and technologies that can be used to protect the cyber environment and organization and user's assets… [28] .
Primarily, cyber security needs to be viewed as a business matter. Meaning top-level management is accountable for ensuring the organization's cyber security strategy meets business objectives and is taken on as a strategic risk. Smittlin and Munns (2010) -organizations should perform security risk assessments that employ the enterprise risk assessment approach and include all stakeholders to ensure that all aspects of the IT organization are addressed, including hardware and software, employee awareness training, and business processes.‖ [29] Board level discussions of cyber risk should include Risk identification, avoidance, acceptance, mitigation and risks transfer (e.g. through cyber insurance), in addition to assessing precise plans relating with each approach.
Figure 1: Comprehensive Cyber Security Management
Therefore, we can extract three central areas for an effective cyber security strategy, which are people, processes and technology. This section elaborates in more detail how those domains effect one another and mitigation strategies that address all three areas.
There exists obvious interdependencies between people, processes and technology. For example, deploying a firewall software requires staff skill and needs to be managed by a process. Organizations that fail to understand this intersection will not survive the ever-growing offensive of cyber attacks
Furthermore, merely trying to prevent an attack is no longer a solution. Organizations need to be ready to repel, respond to, and recover from a range of possible attacks. The only way accomplish this is if technology, people, and processes are all considered in the mitigation strategy. 
Process
Efficient processes are vital to the implementation of an effective cyber security strategy they outline and detail how various organizational activities, procedures, roles and instructional documents are used to mitigate risks to an organization's information. Effective processes continually assess monitor risks outlined in the security strategy ensuring appropriate mitigating controls are implemented or improved as needed. implementation of an information security management system (ISMS) [30] .
Adopt a Cyber Incident Response Plan and Employee Reporting Mechanisms so that the Chief compliance officer is promptly notified of all cyber attack attempts and can swiftly respond. All personnel should be aware of the possibility of cyber attacks and organizational assets most likely to be targets of such attacks. Every organization should develop a written cyber incident response plan customized for its particular circumstances. The plan should identify cyber attack scenarios and set out appropriate responses for each scenario. Generally, it should address the following basic modules: Response team, Reporting, Initial response, Investigation, Recovery and follow-up, Public relations, and Law enforcement procedure [31] .
People
Organizations have traditionally focused on technical and procedural security measures to implementing information security solutions. Forgetting that the human factors are the most vulnerable part of a system [32] . Managing information security risks depends immensely on forming an effective and convincing Security Awareness (SA) culture. Effective cyber security requires that users be aware of and adhere to available security measures and mandates outlined in their respective organizations' ISMS policies and mandates [30] .
Human factors, such as negligence and personal gain, or lack of motivation can adversely affect system security and integrity. For example, strict security policies that require employees to create strong complex password, or periodically expiring passwords may lead some staff to jot down their passwords and leave it in plain view. This opens a gate for intruders to the organizations' network. [30] 1) Four steps to addressing the people aspect 1) Motivating staff to be more inclination to participate in security policies. 2) Inclusion of all stakeholders in the process. 3) Individual Roles and responsibilities for various personnel are clearly defined. Last but not least 4) Training to deliver all necessary basic skills and knowledge to all parties. [30, 32] Staff awareness and training programs need to address two key levels of stakeholders: 2) Technical staff must update their cyber security skills, and poses broad competencies and qualifications [33] . Planning and executing an effective cyber security strategy is a complex activity that requires specialist knowledge. Poorly trained security management personnel can consequently result in inadequate security risk management and the implementation of cyber security strategies that fail to work. In addition, an organization's ability to respond to and recover from data breaches will also depend on the competency of technical staff. 3) Non-technical staff must have full awareness of their role in preventing and reducing cyber threats. If executed efficiently, SA programs will improve communication among different teams on various levels of the organization aiding the organization identify potential security problems, help all stakeholders understand the consequences of poor system security practices, assuring reliable roll-out of security procedures.
Technology
An effective cyber security program requires identification of cyber risks and selection of appropriate control measures that prevent or mitigate the impact of those risks. Technology plays a key role in an effective cyber security of any organization.
The consortium led by CSI's Center for Strategic and International Studies (CSI) has developed a set of 20 Critical Security Controls. The Twenty Critical Security Controls are derived from the most common attack patterns highlighted in the leading threat reports and vetted across a very broad community of government and industry practitioners. They have been widely adopted across the US Federal Government as well as by the UK's Centre for Protection of the National Infrastructure (CPNI) [34] . The Australian government has released a report containing a comprehensive list of targeted cyber intrusions and mitigation strategies [35] The UK Government's Ten Steps to Cyber Security framework [36] summarizes 10 vital technical control measure addressing the role of people, processes and technology in systems security that should be considered for an effective cyber security strategy. They are: 1) An information risk management regime supported by top management 2) Secure home and mobile working 3) User education and awareness 4) User privilege management 5) Removable media controls 6) Activity monitoring 7) Secure configurations 8) Malware protection 9) Network security 10) Incident management
Conclusion
Cybercrime, no matter how it is defined or classified can have devastating effectson computerized networks. Until universally effective solution is found for this universal problem, the strength of a cyber-security management regime will depend on an information security management system that stresses comprehensive cyber risk assessment that considers all possible threats within an organization's domain this includes internal and external threats. Enforcement of ISMSs that address people, processes, and technologies as well as following best security practices, Licensed Under Creative Commons Attribution CC BY government guidelines and mandates for system security should help reduce cyber intrusion incidences.
